The prefrontal cortex (PFC) subserves cognitive control: the ability to coordinate thoughts or actions in relation with internal goals. Its functional architecture, however, remains poorly understood. Using brain imaging in humans, we showed that the lateral PFC is organized as a cascade of executive processes from premotor to anterior PFC regions that control behavior according to stimuli, the present perceptual context, and the temporal episode in which stimuli occur, respectively. The results support an unified modular model of cognitive control that describes the overall functional organization of the human lateral PFC and has basic methodological and theoretical implications.
The prefrontal cortex (PFC) subserves cognitive control: the ability to coordinate thoughts or actions in relation with internal goals. Its functional architecture, however, remains poorly understood. Using brain imaging in humans, we showed that the lateral PFC is organized as a cascade of executive processes from premotor to anterior PFC regions that control behavior according to stimuli, the present perceptual context, and the temporal episode in which stimuli occur, respectively. The results support an unified modular model of cognitive control that describes the overall functional organization of the human lateral PFC and has basic methodological and theoretical implications.
Cognitive control, the ability to coordinate thoughts and actions in relation with internal goals, is often required in our everyday life and subserves higher cognition processes such as planning and reasoning. Cognitive control primarily involves the lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC) (1) (2) (3) (4) and exerts its influence through top-down interactions between LPFC regions and premotor or posterior associative cortices. The functional organization of the LPFC and the related cognitive architecture underlying cognitive control remain, however, poorly understood. No converging view has emerged yet from previous studies that have often reported inconsistent or elusive functional divisions within the LPFC (5, 6) .
A cascade model of cognitive control. To understand the architecture of cognitive control in the LPFC, we proposed a modular model postulating that the LPFC is organized as a hierarchy of representations originating from the premotor cortex (3) and processing distinct signals involved in controlling the selection of appropriate stimulus-response associations (2, 4, 7) . The key assumption is the distinction between control processes operating with respect to either the perceptual context or the temporal episode in which the person is acting. Recent psychological models have proposed a similar distinction between executive processes involved in perceptual and episodic domains (8) .
Specifically, we hypothesized that cognitive control involves at least three nested levels of processing, implemented in distinct frontal regions (Fig. 1) . First, sensory control involved in selecting motor actions in response to stimuli and subserved by lateral premotor regions. Second, contextual control subserved by caudal LPFC regions [typically, Brodman's area (BA) 9/44/45] and involved in selecting premotor representations (that is, stimulus-response associations) according to external contextual signals accompanying stimulus occurrences. Third, episodic control subserved by rostral LPFC regions (typically BA 46) and involved in selecting caudal LPFC representations (task sets or consistent sets of stimulus-response associations evoked in the same context) according to the temporal episode in which stimuli occur; that is, according to events that previously occurred or to ongoing internal goals. The three processing levels are assumed to receive information about stimuli, contexts, and episodes from posterior associative areas. In agreement with the network of anatomical connections previously described in the frontal lobes (9), the model especially assumes a cascade of top-down controls from rostral to caudal LPFC and premotor regions.
As previously suggested (10), we assumed that cognitive control varies as the information (Shannon's information in the sense of information theory) conveyed by control signals and required for selecting appropriate representations for action. Accordingly, episodic control was assumed to vary as the information I cues conveyed by episodic signals ( past events) and required for selecting task sets, when stimuli and contextual signals occur. Similarly, contextual control was assumed to vary as the information I cont conveyed by contextual signals about task sets, when stimuli occur. Sensory control was assumed to vary as the information I stim conveyed by stimuli about motor responses. The cascade model then predicts, on the basis of information theory [see (11) for the underlying mathematical model], that episodic, contextual, and sensory controls make cumulative contributions to cognitive control that gradually sum up from rostral to caudal LPFC and premotor regions.
The cascade model predicts that the increasing demands of sensory, contextual, and episodic controls have additive effects on behavioral reaction times (12) . Moreover, assuming that local brain activations as measured by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) vary as the amount of locally processed information, the increasing demands of sensory, contextual, and episodic controls are predicted to have additive cumulative effects on local fMRI activations that sum up from rostral to caudal LPFC and premotor regions.
Experimental paradigm. The model was tested by scanning 12 healthy people in two behavioral experiments designed to separately vary the demands of sensory, contextual, and episodic control (I stim , I cont , and I cues , respectively). In both experiments, participants responded to series of successively presented visual stimuli broken down into successive blocks (behavioral episodes) preceded by distinct instruction cues (episodic signals). The demands of sensory, contextual, and episodic control were varied by manipulating three experimental factors: the stimulus, context, and episode factors, respectively ( fig. S1 ) (11 
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www.sciencemag.org SCIENCE VOL 302 14 NOVEMBER 2003 In the motor experiment, we employed a factorial block design crossing the stimulus and episode factors (11) . No contextual signal was used, so that no contextual control occurred. The stimulus factor contrasted one-forcedresponse episodes (detection task, I stim ϭ 0 bit) and two-forced-responses episodes (discrimination task, I stim ϭ 1 bit). The episode factor was the covariate that contrasted episodes according to the information I cues conveyed by instruction cues and required for subsequently selecting appropriate stimulus-response associations (I cues ϭ 0 to 1 and 2 bit).
In the task experiment, we employed a factorial block design crossing the context and episode factors (11) . Participants responded to stimuli by performing discrimination tasks, so that only two-forced-responses episodes were included (sensory control was maintained constant). Task sets to be performed depended on visually presented contextual signals accompanying stimulus occurrences. The context factor contrasted single-task-set episodes (single-task performance regardless of contextual signals, I cont ϭ 0 bit) and dual-task-set episodes (dualtask performance depending on contextual signals, I cont ϭ 1 bit). Again, the episode factor was the covariate that contrasted episodes according to the information I cues conveyed by instruction cues and required for subsequently selecting appropriate task sets with respect to contextual signals (I cues ϭ 0 to 1 and 2 bit) From the cascade model, we then predicted that rostral and caudal LPFC and premotor regions would exhibit effects of episode. Effects of context were expected in the caudal LPFC and premotor regions, whereas effects of stimulus were expected in premotor regions only. In each region, all effects were predicted to be additive. Furthermore, in rostral LPFC regions, the effect of episode was expected to be the same in both experiments. In contrast, in caudal LPFC regions, the effect of episode was expected to be steeper in the task than in the motor experiment, because in the task experiment those regions were predicted to engage episodic control for selecting task sets, whereas in the motor experiment those regions were predicted to simply convey top-down episodic control to premotor regions for selecting stimulus-response associations. In premotor regions, in contrast, the effects of episode were predicted to be the same, because in both experiments, selecting stimulus-response associations was assumed to engage top-down control from caudal LPFC regions. Consequently, the resulting effect of episode on reaction times was expected to be steeper in the task than in the motor experiment.
Frontal organization of cognitive control. Mean reaction times (RTs) significantly increased with the stimulus (F ϭ 90.5, P Ͻ 0.001), context (F ϭ 85.9, P Ͻ 0.001), and episode (F ϭ 297.1, P Ͻ 0.001) factors ( Fig. 2 ) (11). As predicted, the effects of stimulus and context were additive with the episode effect (interaction, both F's Ͻ 1.8, P Ͼ 0.2). The episode effect was significantly steeper in the task than in the motor experiment (interaction, F ϭ 27.2, P Ͻ 0.001). Comparing RTs in the first and second half of episodes, we found that no effect significantly varied over episodes (all interactions, F Ͻ 2.96, P Ͼ 0.11), indicating that episodic control was not restricted to selecting instructions at episode onsets but was recurrently exerted in all subsequent trials.
fMRI data confirmed the implementation of the cascade model in the frontal lobes ( Fig. 3 ) (11) . Frontal regions exhibiting an effect of stimulus were found in the premotor cortex bilaterally (BA 6, middle frontal gyrus), whereas frontal regions showing an effect of context but no stimulus effect were observed in caudal LPFC bilaterally (BA 44/45, inferior frontal gyrus). Frontal regions exhibiting an effect of episode but no stimulus or context effects were found in rostral LPFC bilaterally (BA 46, inferior/middle frontal gyrus). No additional frontal regions were found when the episode effect was separately computed in each experiment. Outside the frontal lobes, effects of stimulus, context, and episode were especially found in posterior associative areas (table S1) .
Analyses of covariance performed on activations identified above confirmed the model predictions (11) . In rostral LPFC regions, mean activations linearly varied as the episode factor only (main effect, F ϭ 112.7, P Ͻ 0.001) independently of hemisphere (left verus right, F Ͻ 3.1, P Ͼ 0.11) and regardless of experiment, stimulus, and context factors (all interactions, F Ͻ 1.8, P Ͼ 0.21) (Fig. 4A) . No other effects or interactions were significant. Fig. 2 . Behavioral results. Reaction times to stimuli (mean Ϯ SE across participants averaged over correct responses) across experimental conditions. Open circles and squares indicate one-forced-response and two-forced-response episodes, respectively (motor experiment). Solid circles and squares indicate single-task-set and dual-task-set episodes, respectively (task experiment). In all conditions, the participant's error rates were lower than 3% and exhibited no significant effect of stimulus, context, and episode. . Activations are superimposed on anatomical axial slices averaged across participants (neurological convention) and indexed by the vertical Talairach coordinate (z). All reported activations exhibited significant effects in fixed-effect (Z Ͼ 4.3, P Ͻ 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons) and in subsequent random-effect (P Ͻ 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons over the search volumes) analyses. The stimulus effect was computed as larger activations in two-forced-choice than one-forced-choice episodes with I cues ϭ 0, the context effect as larger activations in dual-task-set than single-task-set episodes with I cues ϭ 0, and the episode effect as activations linearly varying as I cues .
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14 NOVEMBER 2003 VOL 302 SCIENCE www.sciencemag.org Bilateral caudal LPFC regions exhibited a main effect of context and episode (both F's Ͼ 48.7, P's Ͻ 0.001) (Fig. 4, B and C) . The two effects were additive (interaction, F Ͻ 1.5, P Ͼ 0.23, task experiment) and independent of hemisphere (both F's Ͻ 1). No stimulus effects (main effect and interactions) were observed (all F's Ͻ 3.3, P Ͼ 0.10 except for the interaction between the stimulus and context factors: F ϭ 26.8, P Ͻ 0.001). The effect of episode was steeper in the task than in the motor experiment (interaction, F ϭ 16.5, P Ͻ 0.001).
Bilateral premotor regions exhibited a main effect of stimulus, context, and episode (all F's Ͼ 17.3, P Ͻ 0.001) regardless of hemisphere (all F's Ͻ 1) (Fig. 4, D and E) . The main effect of episode was independent of experiment (F Ͻ 1) and additive with both the stimulus and context factors (both interactions, F's Ͻ 1.8, P Ͼ 0.20).
Effective connectivity in the frontal lobes. Finally, we explicitly tested the model prediction that the effects of episode and context observed in caudal LPFC and premotor regions result from top-down control from rostral to caudal LPFC and premotor regions. The functional model was therefore reformulated as a model of structural linear equations with path coefficients quantifying effective connectivity as partial temporal correlations between related regional activations (11, 13, 14) . In addition to top-down paths from rostral to caudal and premotor regions, the structural equation model included additional reciprocal paths linking the same regions located in the left and right hemispheres to account for callosal interhemispheric connections. Variations of effective connectivity or path coefficients were then estimated with respect to each experimental factor by computing interregional correlation matrices for each factor level (Fig. 5) .
Because the model assumes that episodic control is exerted from rostral to caudal LPFC and premotor regions, path coefficients increasing with the episode factor were expected to connect rostral LPFC to premotor regions. Significantly increasing path coefficients were found between left and right rostral LPFC regions and from rostral to caudal right LPFC regions (both (Fig. 5) . The same pattern was observed in both experiments [except the path coefficient from rostral to caudal left LPFC regions (Fig. 5) ]. The same results were found even when the model included additional path coefficients directly connecting rostral LPFC to premotor regions. Those direct path coefficients decreased when the episode factor increased, even in the motor experiment, indicating that information flows related to episodic control exerted by the rostral LPFC on premotor regions involved caudal LPFC regions.
Similarly, because the model assumes that contextual control is exerted from caudal LPFC to premotor regions, path coefficients increasing with the context factor were expected to connect caudal LPFC to premotor regions. Significantly increasing path coefficients were found only between left and right caudal LPFC regions, from left caudal LPFC to left premotor regions (both 2 s Ͼ 12.7, P Ͻ 0.001), and between left and right premotor regions ( 2 ϭ 4.8, P ϭ 0.03) (Fig. 5) .
In contrast, the model predicts that sensory control involves no top-down control from prefrontal regions. Path coefficients that significantly increased with the stimulus factor were found only between left and right premotor regions and between left and right caudal LPFC regions (both 2 s Ͼ 20.5, P Ͻ 0.001; other coefficients, 2 Ͻ 2.3, P Ͼ 0.16) (Fig. 5) . This finding is consistent with the fact that the stimulus factor contrasted oneforced-response with two-forced-response episodes, including unilateral (left or right) versus bilateral responses, respectively.
A unified modular theory of lateral prefrontal functions. These results rule out the possibility that activations observed in the caudal and rostral LPFC result from increases in mental effort alone, because the greatest caudal and rostral LPFC activations were found when episodic control was maximal but not when behavioral performances were the most degraded (Figs. 2 and 4) (15) .
Additionally, rostral LPFC activations are unlikely to result from variations in working memory load (16) (that is, from maintaining instructions related to cues over subsequent episodes) and from variations in relational complexity (17) across conditions. Indeed, in these two alternative interpretations, because memory load and relational complexity were larger in dual-task-set than in single-task-set episodes (memory load was also larger in two-forcedresponse than in one-forced-response episodes), an effect of context (and of stimulus for memory load) should have been observed in rostral LPFC regions. In both experiments, however, rostral LPFC activations varied as the episode factor only.
Time courses of rostral LPFC activations ( fig. S2 ) and behavioral data also revealed that the episode effect was sustained over episodes, so that regardless of working memory load and relational complexity, rostral LPFC regions are engaged for recurrently selecting appropriate representations for action selection over episodes after the occurrences of behaviorally significant events. Furthermore, rostral LPFC regions exert control on the caudal LPFC but not directly on premotor representations, because caudal LPFC activations and the effective connectivity between rostral and caudal LPFC activations increased with the episode factor, whereas effective connectivity between rostral LPFC and premotor regions did not (Figs. 4 and  5) . Control is exerted from rostral to caudal rather than from caudal to rostral LPFC regions, because caudal LPFC regions exhibited a context effect that was not observed in rostral LPFC regions.
In the task experiment, the context effect observed in caudal LPFC regions is consistent with at least two interpretations. It may result from the engagement of caudal LPFC regions in selecting task sets according to contextual signals or simply in maintaining task sets in working memory over episodes. However, the working memory interpretation alone does not account for the episode effect observed in those regions, because in the task experiment the episode factor varied frequencies of associations between contextual signals and task sets, whereas frequencies of tasksets alone were maintained constant across conditions. Rostral LPFC regions thus select caudal LPFC representations associating contextual signals and task sets and mediating the selection of task sets with respect to contextual signals. This conclusion is supported by the flatter effect of episode observed in the motor experiment, when no contextual signals were presented.
The combined effects of stimulus and episode observed in premotor and caudal LPFC regions in the motor experiment were virtually identical to the combined effects of context and episode found in caudal and rostral LPFC regions in the task experiment (Fig. 4) . We concluded that caudal LPFC regions select premotor representations associating stimulus and motor responses and mediating the selection of motor responses with respect to stimuli. In the task experiment, the effects of context and episode observed in premotor regions simply reflected the top-down control that caudal LPFC regions exert on premotor regions (Figs. 4E and  5 ). Top-down effects exerted on premotor regions were the same in both experiments (Fig.  4E ), in agreement with the involvement of topdown signals in selecting appropriate stimulusresponse associations in both experiments.
Our findings explain the pattern of prefrontal activations observed in several experimental paradigms, including learning (18, 19) , episodic memory (20) , working memory (21), and taskswitching (22) (23) (24) (25) paradigms. Consistent with our model, in all these paradigms, caudal and rostral LPFC activations were observed, depending on whether the executive control of behavior was based on contextual or episodic signals (supporting online text).
In particular, we showed that episodic control involves rostral LPFC regions, indicating that rostral LPFC activations crucially depend on the amount of interference and cross-talk that may occur between instructions given to participants in different experimental episodes. Rostral LPFC regions thus represent ongoing episodes or plans involving specific behavioral rules. This finding is consistent with previous studies showing that more anterior prefrontal regions located in the frontopolar cortex are selectively involved in cognitive branching; that is, in processes controling the activation of subepisodes nested in ongoing behavioral episodes, with some evidence that those regions exert control on rostral LPFC representations (25, 26 ) . Thus, the cascade model may be extended to frontopolar regions and to branching control exerted on rostral LPFC representations.
We showed that the human lateral frontal cortex is functionally organized as a cascade of control processes mediating sensory, contextual, and episodic control implemented in premotor regions and in caudal and rostral LPFC regions, respectively. The cascade model combines the views that the prefrontal cortex is organized as a hierarchy of processing mediating the temporal organization (3, 27) and the cognitive control (2, 28) of behavior. The cascade model generalizes the classical theory of executive control based on a central executive system controlling multiple maintenance slave systems (29) to a multistage cascade architecture. Each stage maintains active representations that are controlled by higher stages and that exert control on representations in lower stages. In this architecture, we showed that the engagement of prefrontal regions along the posteroanterior axis is not primary based on the relational complexity or memory load but on the temporal structure of representations underlying executive control.
Our results revealed that frontal activations as well as participants' reaction times linearly varied as Shannon's information conveyed by episodic signals given other external signals; that is, as the logarithm of the inverse frequency that behavior was based on congruent associative representations across behavioral episodes. This finding is consistent with the additive effects of sensory, contextual, and episodic controls observed in frontal regions. Shannon's information conveyed by external control signals about action selection thus provides a computational and causal account for the psychological concept of cognitive control related to those signals (10). Cognitive control then appears to be governed by psychophysical laws that are formally similar to Weber-Fechner laws underlying human perception (30, 31) , suggesting that information processing underlying cognitive control and perception may obey common basic principles of neuronal computations. A low-viscosity drop breaking apart inside a viscous fluid is encountered when air bubbles, entrained in thick syrup or honey, rise and break apart. Experiments, simulations, and theory show that the breakup under conditions in which the interior viscosity can be neglected produces an exceptional form of singularity. In contrast to previous studies of drop breakup, universality is violated so that the final shape at breakup retains an imprint of the initial and boundary conditions. A finite interior viscosity, no matter how small, cuts off this form of singularity and produces an unexpectedly long and slender thread. If exterior viscosity is large enough, however, the cutoff does not occur because the minimum drop radius reaches subatomic dimensions first.
Underlying one of the common occurrences of daily life, the breakup of a liquid drop, is a rich and beautiful phenomenon. As a drop divides, the neck connecting the different masses of fluid necessarily becomes arbitrarily thin with a curvature that grows without bound until molecular scales are reached. Because surface tension gives rise to a pressure proportional to the curvature, this pressure also diverges. Similar singularities, in which a physical quantity effectively diverges, occur in many different realms, ranging from the subatomic-nuclear fission (1) to the celestial-star formation (2). The ubiquity, simplicity, and accessibility of drop breakup makes it ideal for studying divergent dynamical behavior that occurs elsewhere in nature. Near such a singularity, the dynamics are normally governed by the proximity to the singularity, and the dynamics become universal so that all memory of initial and boundary conditions is lost. In such cases, the breakup becomes scale-invariant; after appropriate rescaling, drop shapes near the breakup can be superimposed at different times onto a single form, depending on only a few material parameters (3) (4) (5) (6) .
Here, we report an important exception to this class of behavior: the breakup of a zeroviscosity drop inside an extremely viscous exterior fluid produces an unexpected, nonuniversal form of singularity, in which the memory of the initial conditions persists throughout the breakup process. Axial structure imposed at the outset on large length scales remains as the thin neck collapses. The unusual character of this breakup suggests a novel and controllable method for producing submicrometer structures.
Because all classical fluids have a finite viscosity, it is important to understand the nature of the singularity when the interior viscosity is very small but nonzero. If the interior viscosity is sufficiently small, as it is for an air bubble in thick syrup, the zero-viscosity drop breakup dynamics persist down to the atomic scales. However, if the interior viscosity is large enough, or the exterior viscosity small enough, the singularity will be cut off. In this case, the large-scale shape of the drop assumes an unexpected appearance. The smooth profile is transformed into a long and thin thread, which can be less than 1 m thick. The drop and surrounding fluid in our experiment were chosen to display the zero-viscosity drop breakup dynamics, which remember initial and boundary conditions, and the subsequent destruction of the dynamics by the effect of a finite interior viscosity. Figure 1 shows a water drop with an interior fluid viscosity int ϭ 0.01 poise (1 poise ϭ 1 g cm Ϫ1 s
Ϫ1
) as it drips through silicone oil ( polydimethylsiloxane) with an exterior fluid viscosity of ext ϭ 120 poise. The drop shape near the minimum forms a quadratic profile that remains smooth and symmetric about the minimum as the neck collapses radially (Fig. 1, A to C) . This quadratic regime, with constant axial curvature, persists until the neck thins to a radius of about 100 m, at which point the thinning of the neck slows dramatically. The slowing begins at the minimum and propagates axially so that a thin thread is formed connecting the two conical regions of the drop (Fig. 1, D and E) . Finally, the drop breaks at the two ends of the thread.
In both experiments and simulations, we investigated the dynamics of the quadratic breakup regime (Fig. 1, A to C) by measuring the radius of the drop profile h(z, t) as a function of z, the axial position measured from the min- 
